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We are Brunner UK, the UK sales & distribution arm of Brunner group.
We are part of a team of 500 people committed to the design and
production of contract furniture of the highest quality. We make
500,000 chairs and 100,000 tables a year and deliver these to our
distribution partners all over the world.
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…chairs and tables like our award winning, market leading
ray collection.

This catalogue features a snapshot of this and the best of our other collections
and systems. Be it a reminder of who we are, an aide memoire following a visit
to our showroom or your first introduction to us, we hope this catalogue will
serve as a timely insight into Brunner UK.
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London showroom
62-68 Rosebery Avenue was built in 1896 by architect Frank Job Chambers. In 1911, the ground floor was
converted into a 355 seater cinema; The Avenue Picture Palace. Located in an area known then as Little
Italy, this was sadly to close soon after the beginning of World War 1 in 1914.
The cinema shared the building with The Munich Gerner Brewery in the lower ground floor, and a handful of
printing related businesses on the upper floors. How nice it mustbeen for the workers in the building at
the time to have ‘popped down’ to enjoy a film and a few beers.
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LOOKING THROUGH THE FRONT / WINDOW EACH SIDE
IMAGE TO FOLLOW

More than 100 years later, this classic but tired Victorian warehouse style building has had
new life breathed into it. Now home to Brunner UK’ s stunning London showroom, architects
McDowell + Benedetti have skilfully converted this into a light, airy and gallery like space
while preserving much of its original industrial character.
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ray swivel
Combining the same seating dynamics as its successful cantilever, the new swivel version of
RAY offers even more forms of flexibility and comfort. The triangular synchro recline mechanism
imperceptibly houses a reclining feature without the need for unsightly adjustment levers.
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ray collection
Rarely has a product line managed to combine professional and personal so
well. From teamwork in the conference room to a cosy break in the lounge
area: the ray collection is the answer to it all.
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New padded version - brimming with aesthetic appeal
and yet still offering so much comfort.
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Suspended above the die-cast aluminium base is an upper assembly that reclines,
while keeping the user upright. A combination of firmness and softness, mobility
and solidity, grace and style – all in one chair.
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New heights. New upholstery designs. ‘Ray Swivel’, now with low, mid
and high back shells allowing for ultimate variety in conference settings
as well as many other applications. These new double padded options
don’t just add texture, colour and comfort, but also ergonomic pressure
points in the lumbar, back and neck supports.
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ray cantilever
The classic cantilever chair, reimagined. Designed by Jehs + Laub, this
chair tests the bounds of manufacturing technology and engineering
- and represents our largest ever investment in a single chair.
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Suitably named ‘Ray’ due to its streamlined profile, the chair appears to be sculpted
as one single piece. Its delicate curved back is invisibly mounted to the steel frame
and shell. The entire Ray Collection has evolved from this one chair.
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ray soft
The softer side of ‘Ray Collection’, ‘Ray Soft’ utilises
3 shell heights across 5 frame options, thus providing
huge versatility for a wide range of settings.
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‘Ray Soft’ blends modern design with classic styling seamlessly.
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While the slim profile remains, the use of closed
arms offers a warm and tactile seating comfort.
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ray lounge
The RAY collection continues to evolve with the introduction of this mid and high
back swivel lounge chair and matching ottoman. These sumptuously comfortable
chairs can be upholstered in fabric or leather – or a combination of both.
Ray Lounge offers 3 base designs; cruciform with a return swivel, steel sled and
solid wood legs.
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new innovation factory
Daylight now floods through the vast single story production area of our
new innovation building on the manufacturing campus in Rheinau. It also
illuminates the two-story wing that houses an integrated gallery, cafeteria
and office areas – all of which overlook additional new assembly lines.
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fina collection
Rarely will you find such depth of choice, style and comfort as in the Fina collection.
This range of conference and meeting room chairs and tables suite perfectly with
one another thanks to the intelligent use of die-cast aluminium components.
A table under-fame system and chair base design in harmony. Tables so flexible they
deliver almost any size and shape you want while smartly dealing with technology.
One chair design with 13 variations. And so much more.
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fina soft swivel
open arm

The timeless design of Fina Soft is centred on a hyper-engineered
‘v-spring’ mechanism; this offers outstanding comfort and weight
distribution. Reduced rigidity allows this chair to accommodate
the natural movements of the user, for prolonged comfort in any
meeting environment.
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The aluminium arms are seamlessly inlaid with leather, and a robust
and tactile blend of materials combine in a thin-arm profile, perpetuating
the supremely slim design. Optional double padding enhances comfort
and gives the chair more substantial appearance.
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fina conference
The modular make-up of the Fina Conference table system allows for small or large configurations,
while retaining a minimal design aesthetic. The versatility of the underframe allows the table series
to conform to most shapes and sizes; thus ensuring consistency from meeting room to boardroom.
The appearance of the table is never compromised, even with the inclusion of services – and suites
perfectly with Fina Soft chairs.
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A single column underframe supports one-piece table tops up to 320cm x 120cm.
Intermediate columns and legs allow the table to grow to any length. The double
column version allows a width of 200cm. Three and four column assemblies make
it possible to support tops of any shape up to 200cm in size. There’s even a five
column, hexagonal shape assembly that offers the aforementioned tops up to
320cm in two halves
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access lids
Precision engineering - perfect craftsmanship.
The Brunner E1080 access lid is handmade by highly skilled craftsmen for use in exclusive,
high end meeting room environments. Note how the figuring of the veneers aligns with
such pin point accuracy - and how the quality of the intricate mechanisms allows the lid
to lay flat when open, or to ‘float’ within its housing when closed.
The E1080 is available in 3 standard lengths; each one having an equally precision
engineered module that sits snuggly beneath. These modules are tailored to meet power,
IT and AV requirements – with unsightly cables neatly tucked away in discreet raceways
within our table systems.
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fina soft swivel
closed arm

The closed arm version gives this chair an altogether different appearance it adopts a denser aesthetic, without compromising refinement. Delicate
detailing such as the conical curl at the top of the arm preserves the chair’s
elegance and offers a more substantial variation. Optional double padding
enhances comfort and gives the chair a more substantial appearance.
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fina soft
cantilever

The Fina Soft cantilever offers an alternative to the swivel chair. Utilising the same shell, it
provides uncompromising comfort, continuity of design and the added benefit of stacking
six high; this also applies to the high-back version.
Retaining a slim profile and clean design, the cantilever chair can also be offered with options
including double padding, embellished arm stitching, horizontal shell quilting, a dark chromed
frame and a new, luxury oval-arm.
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fina quilt
Fina Quilt is the natural choice when suiting a variety of different areas. The chair’s slim
design stays true to the original Fina family, allowing it to sit perfectly alongside Fina Soft
and Fina Wood. With its non-upholstered arm tapering to just 5mm, Fina Quilt is delicate,
yet robust – combining high design with high quality.
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fina flip + torino flip
Intelligent, functional, robust and thoughtfully designed flip-top tables to augment
our market-leading Fina conference table system. In their largest 280cm x 140cm
format, these seat up to 12 people.
The flip-top mechanism makes it easy for just one person to handle. Accommodating
power & data is of course well taken care of. Truly a product to meet the growing
demand for flexibility and versatility.
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fina wood
The lateral quilt detailing and matching Fina shell allows for Scandinavian
influences and workplace functionality to combine to sit harmoniously in a
professional environment.
The shaped wood frame (from domestic forestry) is lightweight, sturdy and
stackable. This chair is available with or without arms and can be stained to
any colour in order to match table tops.
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fina club
Pure and simple design renounces any unnecessary elements, while careful and subtle
stitching embellishes its simplicity. The shaped and elongated solid oak legs give Fina
Club poise and refinement.
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And they can only be felled after they are 120 years old. Close to our production
facility in Rheinau is the World’s largest continuous beech forest. It is home to
over 7,000 species of living creatures – so it’s just as well that beech trees renew
themselves and don’t have to be planted. In the forest, sustainability isn’t just a
marketing ploy – it’s the law – and has been for the last 300 years.
Beech has the best physical properties for bending and shaping. That’s because
it retains its ‘spring’. When it is laminated, it forms a strong and resilient structure
which is why it is used extensively throughout the furniture industry. Take a look
at our chairs; laminated beech wood shells account for the inner structure of
many of them.

BEECH TREES CAN GROW TO 45 METRES
TALL AND LIVE FOR 300 YEARS
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credenzas
From two doors to six, our credenzas suite harmoniously with our table systems. Choose your
doors to be push-to-open or have a knife-edge detail and soft-closing hinges. Stand them on
an elegant polished or powder coated steel frame, or float them on a recessed plinth. Go for a
chamfered or a square-edge detail; ideal if you want to add a beautiful natural stone top. Add
a small fridge and vents, or cut-outs for access to power and data.
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Combine the carcass and doors with a mixture
of veneers and / or nano-tech surface finishes.
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Choose from one of our many standard veneers, such as fumed eucalyptus - or specify one
of your own. Enhance the top with a chamfered front edge. Stand it on a polished stainless
steel underframe. Make it ‘your own’
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A-range collection
It all began with the celebrated ‘A-Chair’ designed by Jehs + Laub, closely followed by the intelligent and
well-engineered folding ‘A-Table: Now there’s an entire ‘A-Range’ collection in which every object fuses its
identity with the next to form a unified whole. This is due to the characteristic ‘A’ shape of the frame which
merges harmoniously and discreetly into its surroundings.
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A-chair

The ‘A-Chair’ offers both style and substance. Modular by nature, the shell
and ‘A’ frame assemblies are available in a variety of materials and colours.
With a choice of polished or powder coated dye-cast aluminium, or polypropylene frames in 5 colours – and with polypropylene shells to match or
contrast the frames – or oak and beech – or upholstered seat and through
liners, the combinations and choices available allow users to customise the
‘A-Chair’ according to the look, feel and application desired.
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A-bench
Then there’s ‘A-Bench’, a versatile, modular seating
system that with just 8 elements allows you
configurations, both linear and organic alike.
Opportunities abound with ‘A-Bench’.

A-lounge
Now there are two new members joining the ‘A-Range’ family. There’s
‘A-Lounge’, an individual lounge chair with well-proportioned and
comfortable upholstery this time available in solid oak or beech as
well as polished or powder coated dye-cast aluminium. own right,
perfectly in sync with the rest of the ‘A-Range’ family.
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A-range collection
Stacking chairs, folding tables, bench seating
configurations and lounge chairs in perfect harmony.
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LONDON…..300 MILLION SQUARE FEET OF OFFICE SPACE - OCCUPIED BY A HALF MILLION BUSINESSES
- EMPLOYING OVER 4 MILLION PEOPLE. A GLOBAL PLATFORM FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
AND HOME TO MANY OF THE WORLD’S LEADING COMPANIES AND ORGANISATIONS
- MANY OF WHO WE COUNT AMONG OUR INSTALLED BASE
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Adobe®
AIG
Allen & Overy
Amex
Apple
Bain & Company
Baker Tilly
Bank of China
Barclays Capital
BBC
Bird & Bird
BlackRock
BP
BMW
Canaccord Genuity
CBRE
Channel 4
Chevron
CMA
Cushman & Wakefield
Deutsche Bank
DLA Piper
EDF
E&Y
FCA
Fidelity Investment Management
Goldman Sachs
GSK
HCC
HSBC
Herbert Smith Freehills
Hewlett-Packard
Howard Kennedy
IBM
IMG
JP Morgan
KPMG
Latham & Watkins
Linked-In

Linklaters
MediaCom
Merrill Lynch
Mercedes Benz
Microsoft
Miller Insurance
Mishcon de Reya
Mitsubishi Bank
National Grid
News International
Nexon
NFL
Nickelodeon
Nike
Novae
Ogilvy & Mather
Old mutual
Otsuka Pharmaceutical
Porsche
PWC
Reckitt Benckiser
Roche
Rolls Royce
Ropes & Gray
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Courts of Justice
RSA
Saatchi & Saatchi
Sage
Savills
SKY
Swiss Re
Talk Sport
Volkswagen
Watson Farley & Williams
Wells Fargo
Willis
Wragge & Co.
Zurich
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crona collection
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crona soft

Material separation with seamless connection. A dividing seam connects the
upper and lower sections of all Crona models, thus defining the identity of the
collection as well as showcasing the highly skilled upholstery detailing.
Be it a subtle two tone leather and fabric transition or a contrasting mix of
different fabrics, the specification versatility and the wide range of models
appeals to a broad spectrum of environments.
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crona light touch

All the attributes of ‘Crona Light’ but with a more
comfortable, fully upholstered inner shell.
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crona felt
Pressed and moulded from polyester fibres, this chair has the
appearance and feel of felt combined with plastic. It’s quite unique
and surprising. One shell in 4 colours, with powder coated sled
base to match – or swivel base - or 4 wood legs.
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crona light
Optical illusions; a discrete kink in the back of the chair shell subtly deflects daylight,
thus creating an appearance of different textures, colours, light and shade.
This practical and aesthetic ‘trick of the light’ not only creates additional comfort
but also allows for the chairs in this collection to inherit the defining two tone
features of the wider crona collection.
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crona lounge

Mix high and low back sofas and armchairs. Set them on wood legs or a steel
sled base. Add swivel armchairs – there’s
even a modern twist on the fully reclining, wing back armchair with an ottoman
(Artemo). Matching occasional tables
compliment Crona Lounge.
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banc system
Variation through modularity: an elegant, modular seating solution straddling
collaborative, break-out and soft meeting areas.
With its array of stools, chairs, benches, sofas, alcoves, booths, cabins and tables
- Banc system is a truly modular and flexible solution for numerous applications.
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With its angular and purposeful appearance – and combining just 7
upholstered elements, Banc system can be configured into a variety of
‘cabins’. A place to work in peace, or to meet or congregate with others,
where once inside, noise is significantly reduced from surrounding areas.
Moreover, power, data and AV can be easily accommodated.
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cellular system
A place to work and concentrate. Or a starting point for communicative
interaction. Or both at the same time. Cellular is designed to fit into
any location – and can be easily and quickly reconfigured or added to.
It is acoustic and modular and adapts to spatial constraints. Sit or stand
to work, or simply interact with others.
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lift
Proficient working methods also need flexible tools:
With young, fresh designs, various shapes and sizes
ensure plenty of layout options. Regardless of whether
in project rooms, informal discussion areas or lounges:
these tables are always the perfect height.
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break
35, 55, 74 or 108 cm tall. break has dimensions to
suit every taste. It’s perfect for standing or sitting.
Used in the lounge or as a bistro table – break really
stands out regardless of size and shape. Tall or short,
it is a favourite for taking a break.
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fina flex
Finaflex is a segmented table system that provides multiple set-ups, while being easy
and quick to configure and reconfigure, thanks to the clever two-catch leg sharing
mechanism designed by Brunner engineers. The simplicity and versatility of the system
enables different shaped tops to be configured as ‘doughnuts’, ‘horseshoes’ and
‘racetracks’, or simple ‘in-line’ arrangements. Modesty panels are easy to fit and cable
management as well as the provision of services can be well taken care of. From small
classroom and auditorium style situations to large scale conferencing facilities - Finaflex
gets the job done in style.

With its angular and purposeful appearance – and combining just 7
upholstered elements, Banc system can be configured into a variety of
‘cabins’. A place to work in peace, or to meet or congregate with others,
where once inside, noise is significantly reduced from surrounding areas.
Moreover, power, data and AV can be easily accommodated.
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state
The State table system doesn’t need a frame or column – because it is designed simply with individual legs
that clamp firmly into a housing in the corners of the tops they support. One table top with 4 legs, or many
table tops joined together with shared legs…..or the benefit and flexibility of both. The aluminium legs are
available in a polished, satin or black chrome finish and can also be epoxy powder coated in a choice of
colours. Easy to assemble and reconfigure, easy to include power, data & AV and full cable management….
of course.
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para vert
Planting new ideas. Partition with an elegant, slender design for room and
office vegetation. Elegant connection of delicate, curved metal poles and
plant containers. Expandable, modular design with dynamic structures,
both in height and length. Forms various free-standing room configurations
in two different heights for flexible room zoning. Versatile applications in
cafeteria, office and lounge areas. Individual planting for designing simple
green elements up to dense plant walls. Floral design serves as privacy screen,
improvement of indoor climate and well-being
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environmental management

Design
Artwork
Print
Photography

In-house
Pureprint
Pureprint
Guy Ashard
Paul Riddle

andrewc@pureprint.com
dave.sales@pureprint.com
studio@ggarchard.com
studio@paul-riddle.com

With a 350,000 square feet production, storage, workplace and communications centre facility in Rheinau,
close to the Roman spa town of Baden Baden, and right on the edge of the Black Forest, there’s little
wonder we take our environmental management systems seriously.
As a responsible manufacturer, you’d expect us to be at least compliant with ISO 9001 Quality Management
systems, ISO 14001 production processes, ISO 14021 Product Specific Self-declarations and the PEFC
Forestry Commission’s requirements.
If you would like to know more about our energy data, wastes, emissions and other facts and figures about
our environmental performance, please ask for our 32 page Environmental Statement brochure.
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VIR TUAL SHOWROOM TOUR

Brunner UK Ltd
62-68 Rosebery Avenue
London EC1R 4RR
t: 020 7309 6400
e: sales@brunner-uk.com
www.brunner-uk.com
www.brunner-group.com

